LEARNER VOICE PROJECT - COLÁISTE EOIN
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2018/19
- Inspection/Recommendations
- Whole School Brief
- Focus Group Consultation
- Analysis of Data
- Learner Voice Report Written

2019/20

2019/2020
- Feedback to Students
- Feedback to Staff
-

2020/21

Going
Forward

2020/2021

Creative Schools

- Covid Check in
- Code of Behaviour
- Sanctions Review
- Reboot(?) of
Initiative

- Pilot School Training
- Student Consultation
- Identification of Interest
areas
- Staff upskilling – CPD
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Focus Group, April 2019

Report back to whole staff

Random sampling of Students (all
years, all nationalities & ethnicities
represented)

Report back to whole
student body
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Student Survey on
learning.

Staff Focus Group on
workshopping AFL in classes

STUDENT FOCUS GROUP APRIL 2019
What helps you Learn?
Talking & interacting

Teacher facing us, having a conversation
A game (like Kahoot) on what you are working on

What Happens when you don’t understand
something in class?
Post-its telling the teacher how class was for students are
good
Traffic lights and thumbs up from teachers are good
Depends on teacher some help, some don’t

How important is the atmosphere in
the classroom?
When a teacher is in bad humour they put you in
bad humour

What sort of classroom do you like to
learn in?
Colourful rooms are nice to be in

Easing into class is good, if a teacher asks “how
was your weekend? “Vs “Take out your books”

Circular tables with different students

Sound is a teacher in a good mood… can have a
augh with them… gestures, smiling , talking to you,
telling you what you are doing today

Grouped desks so you can help each other

Class noticeboards should have happy displays

STUDENT SURVEY MAY 2019
What we asked our
students...
Do you want to go on
to further education or
training when you finish
school?

Do your teachers talk
to someone at home
about your work?

Do your
teachers encourage
you to work hard?

Do you get to use
the computers and
tablets often in
school?

Do you get support at
home to help you with
your school
and homework?

Do your teachers tell
you how to improve
your work?

Do you only stay out
of school when you
are sick?

Do you like
coming to school?

STUDENT RESPONSE POSTERS
Atmosphere

Images designed by students
& their views on what helps
them to learn.

Environment

STUDENT RESPONSE POSTERS
Feedback

STUDENT RESPONSE POSTERS
How they learn

Culture

STUDENT RESPONSE POSTERS
Classroom Designs

Phone Usage

STUDENT RESPONSE POSTERS
Challenge Negativity

Positive Mindset

STUDENT FOCUS GROUP DECEMBER 2019
What happens in classes you enjoy?

All depends on the
atmosphere in the class, if you
look around and people are
slouching and asleep they're
not learning but if they're up
and active then they'll learn

If people are having fun they
are learning (Eg: Kahoot vs
writing down from the board)

How happy are you with yourself as a learner, do
you try your best, participate, ask questions, do
homework?

I always try to do my best
as this year is exams. I feel I
am working harder than
last year.

When I started to study I
noticed an improvement in
my grades, I knew things in
class this made me happy
and kept me motivated.

I’m doing okay but I’m not
giving my best, I could put
more energy into it.

Things that stop me from
participating is when you
start thinking your answers
aren’t right

I don’t participate because
I don’t like asking
questions, I’m shy and
don’t like speaking in front
of people

I ask questions and ask
people to explain

If it's quiet then people are
paying attention
I don’t like reading, I’m
afraid of what people say
as some love reading

STUDENT FOCUS GROUP - DECEMBER 2019
Are you enjoying learning in Coláiste Eoin?

Students enjoy teachers being
more interactive with them, that
make it good to learn

I like when learning is turned
into games, like when we play
Connect 4 in music

Does the behaviour of others disrupt your
learning?

I like that some teachers are
interactive, I have a good
relationship with teachers and
find some to be understanding if
I am having a bad day

Yes

It depends on the
class really.

It’s a mixed bag depending on
the class

Messers stop you
from learning. I
stop others from
learning

One person can
stop the rest of
the class from
learning

STAFF SURVEY ON ENGAGEMENT DECEMBER
2019
We asked
our Staff...

Have you contacted home
with positive comments this
year?

Which methodologies do
you use - Teacher Demo,
group work, TEL
(YouTube, Kahoot etc.) roleplay, walking debate, project
work, smart phone research
or apps

How often do you set (&
correct) homework?

Do you use - Pairs of
desks facing/side by side,
horseshoe configuration or
group clusters of desks in
your classroom?

Do you provide students with
positive comments on
Class/homework?

How often do you
provide detailed contrastive
feedback?

STAFF SURVEY ON ENGAGEMENT DECEMBER
2019
To what extent in your
teaching do you....

Demonstrate respect for students
Treat all students fairly?
Allow students who apologise for poor behaviour to start afresh
Get Students to believe they can do well
Invite students views in order to adjust your teaching
Create a stimulating classroom environment?
Share learning intentions/success criteria with students?
Facilitate a range of methodologies?

Align feedback to success criteria
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Interim Check-in
3rd Student focus group
Interim report January 2020
(Cancelled Focus Group April
2020)
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Feedback to Students on
changes resulting from focus
group, surveys etc.

Staff Survey on
methodologies &
engagement

Staff CPD on formative
assessment

Feedback from students on
learning in Lockdown

Staff workshops on AFL
and Instructional
leadership

VOICE

Consultative Group Meetings
Reviews of Relevant articles in
CE Context

Asked for student
opinion on
sanctions/rewards
system

TY WORK ON
SANCTIONS
NOVEMBER
2020

Changes are made to
Vsware

PBST review changes
and bring forward to
management

Suggested changes
brought to the PBST
team

Students reviewed the
weightings of
infractions and rewards

Students rewrote the
'points' for all positive
and negative

Students created new
positive
comment/rewards

STUDENT VOICE SURVEY NOVEMBER 2020

COVID SURVEY NOVEMBER 2020

STUDENT VOICE SURVEY NOVEMBER 2020

COVID SURVEY - NOVEMBER 20
What would you change about Covid Measures and Social
Distancing in Coláiste Eoin to make things better or
easier?
To have 2 mask breaks a day
and be able to use our
lockers

I think it would be better if
the teacher stoold 3 metres
away from the students and
take off their mask so we
can hear them better

More time outside to
breathe, it make it easier to
learn when you can think
and breathe properly

Having a teacher in each
pod at lunch time to make
sure no one is going
beside each other when
there not supposed to

I would add less stricter
social distancing for
students and I would also
add that we can talk to
other years for a short
amount of time.

STUDENT VOICE SURVEY NOVEMBER 2020
What would you change about Socially Distanced Teaching
& Learning in Coláiste Eoin to make things better or
easier?
Stop putting pressure on us
to cram last year into this
year (6th year student)

Small classes and 2 metres
away from everyone

I would like to be able to
move to different classes
like before Covid-19

More learning on our
phones so we don't need
to keep using paper and
if we're using our own
phones and we're less at
risk

STUDENT VOICE SURVEY NOVEMBER 2020
What would you change about Behaviour Expectations and
Consequences in Coláiste Eoin to make things better or
easier?
Give us more room to move
around instead of staying in
the same class all the time, it
would
drop behaviour and makes
students less hyper

If one student does
something wrong, everyone
shouldn’t fall with them

It shouldn’t be different
rules for different people

Its legitimately
freezing. Teachers get to wear
as many layers as they
want… students should get to
wear their coats if its cold.
How will not shivering make
you less able to learn?
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Student survey on learning
and wellbeing (Covid)

TY work on VsWare
Sanctions and points

Student upskilling in MS
Teams

3rd focus group
rebooked for January
2020 – regroup, reboot
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Feedback to staff on
survey results

Staff transition to & upskilling
on a single TEL platform (MS
Teams)

Updating of VsWare to
reflect work done by Ty
Class

Creative Schools Project
TEL Initiative (Selfie Pilot) to
inform Digital learning strategy

CONTINUING THE JOURNEY
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Safe

Facilitated

Open

Acted On

Inclusive

Positive

Listen

Taken Seriously

Actively Sought

Options

Reasonable

Feedback

COLÁISTE
EOIN –
LEARNER
VOICE
Any
Questions?

